
MA455 Manifolds Solutions IV May 2008

1. Suppose that f : Mn → Nn is a map of oriented manifolds, with M compact and N connected. Show
that if f is not surjective then deg(f) = 0.

Solution: Any point in N which is not attained is a regular value, by definition. Since it has 0 preimages,
the degree of the map is 0.

2. Suppose that f : Mn → Sn is not surjective. Show that f is homotopic to a constant map.

Solution: Suppose p ∈ Sn is not in the image. Let q be the antipode of p. Define a homotopy F : M×[0, 1]
to Sn as follows: for each x in M , we slide the image f(x) along the shortest arc of great circle joining
f(x) to q, until it reaches q at time t = 1. Since f(x) 6= p, this is well defined. More precisely: for t ∈ [0, 1],
denote by (1 − t)f(x) + tq the point on this arc of great circle whose distances (along the arc) from f(x)
and q are in the ratio (1 − t) : t. Define F (x, t) = (1 − t)f(x) + tq.
3. Each of the following pictures shows an oriented closed curve wrapping round the circle S1. Each curve
can be parametrised from S1. Radial projection ρ maps each curve to S1. By composing a parametrisation
with the projection ρ, we get a map f : S1 → S1.
(i) Mark the critical values of each of these maps.
(ii) For each map, check that deg(f ; y) is independent of the choice of y.

B

D

C

A

Solution: The radial lines (they’re red on the screen) meet the curves at the critical points of the pro-
jection and cut the circle at the corresponding critical value. The degrees of the maps are -1, 0, 1, 2,
respectively.

4. What is the degree of the map S1 → S1 defined by z 7→ zn?

Solution: deg(f) = n. You can check this by counting preimages and noting that if n > 0, they all come
with a positive sign, and if n < 0 they all come with a negative sign.
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5. What happens to ℓ(C1, C2) if we interchange C1 and C2?

Solution: ℓ(Ci, Cj) is the degree of the map Lij : Ci × Cj → S2.

Lij : (xi, xj) 7→
xj − xi

‖xj − xi‖
.

There is a commutative diagram

C1 × C2
L12−→ S2

t ↓ ↓ a

C2 × C1
L21−→ S2

in which t(x1, x2) = (x2, x1) and a(y) = −y. Both t and a are diffeomorphisms which reverse orientation,
so have degree −1. Hence L12 and L21 have the same degree, and ℓ(C1, C2) = ℓ(C2, C1).

6. Find the linking numbers of the following pairs of curves.

1C

C 2

1

C2

C

Solution: Let n be the unit vector pointing out of the page or screen towards you. In the diagram the
points L−1

12 (n) are ringed. According to the algorithm described on pages 47 and 48 of the Lecture Notes,
the signs of the two preimages for the first pair of curves are oposite, so ℓ(C1, C2) = 0. In the second pair
of curves, all the signs are negative, so ℓ(C1, C2) = −4.

7. Consider the map S1 → S1 × S1 defined by θ 7→ (pθ, qθ). Composing with the diffeomorphism
S1 × S1 → T described in Section 1 of the Lecture Notes, we get a curve C on the torus T. It is known as
a (p, q) curve (because it winds around the torus p times in one direction and q times in the other).

(i) Draw the image on T of the (2, 3) curve.

Solution: Hard to do in x-fig. No doubt a drawing package would make a better job if you gave it an
appropriate parametrisation. The (2,3) curve itself is a trefoil knot.
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(ii) Let C(ε) be the image on T
2 of the curve S1 → S1 × S1 given by θ to (pθ + ε, qθ) for ε > 0.

(a) Draw the curve C(ε) for the case (p, q) = (2, 3).

The drawing shows the shifted curve in red (if viewed on screen). Here ε = π/6 (easy to achieve by
reflecting the previous drawing once in a horizontal line and once in a vertical line, to interchange dashed
and solid portions of the curve).

(b) Show that if ε > 0 is small then C ∩ C(ε) = ∅.
(c) For small ε, find ℓ(C,C(ε)).

Solution:(b) If (pθ1, qθ1) = (pθ2 + ε, qθ2) then θ − 1 − θ2 = 2nπ/q for some integer n. But also
θ1 − θ2 = (2mπ + ε)/p. For almost all ε this can have no solution at all. If ε is equal to certain ra-
tional multiples of π, there will be solutions, but only for a discrete set of θ.

(c) In the picture, the linking number is 6. Preimages of the unit vector pointing towards you are ringed
(in blue on the screen). In general the answer is pq. We reason as follows: if we position the torus T as in
the drawing, and use the diffeomorphism S1 ×S1 described in Example 1.5 of the lecture notes, the vector
n pointing out of the page towards you is a regular value of the map C × C(ε) → S2. To see this, and to
find the sign of each preimage, observe that C(ε) moves clockwise and inwards as it passes over the top of
the torus, while C moves clockwise and outwards as it passes under the bottom. So at each preimage of
(0, 0, 1), the picture is as shown in the diagram. The horizontal projections of the two tangents are never
the same (so (0, 0, 1) is a regular value), and by inspection the index of each preimage is +1. Preimages of
n correspond to points (θ1, θ2) ∈ C × C(ε) such that
i) pθ1 = pθ2 + ε + 2nπ for some integer n,
ii) qθ1 + qθ2 = 2mπ for some integer m,and
iii) θ1 ∈ (0, π).
That is, θ1 − θ2 = 2nπ

p + ε
p , θ1 + θ2 = 2mπ

q
for some integers m and n, and θ ∈ (0, π). Thus, solutions correspond to those fractions m

p + n
q which lie

in (− ε
p , 1 − ε

p). There are pq of these.

8.(i) Show that if C1 and C2 are disjoint closed oriented curves in R
3 then ℓ(C1, C2) is unchanged if we

deform C1 or C2 in a homotopy during which the two curves remain at all times disjoint.

Solution: Essentially, a homotopy of the two curves, in which they are always disjoint, induces a homotopy
of the map L12 whose degree is ℓ(C1, C2). As the degree of a map does not change in a homotopy, neither
does the linking number. The only complication is that the domain of L12 is C1 × C2, which is changing
as we deform the curves. The way to overcome this is to use an orientation-preserving parametrisation γi
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of each curve Ci, giving an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism γ1 × γ2 : S1 × S1 → C1 × C2. Then

deg(L12◦(γ1 × γ2)) = deg(L12) = ℓ(C1, C2).

Now a deformation of the two curves induces a homotopy of L12◦(γ1 × γ2), and we can indeed use the
invariance of degree under homotopy.

(ii) We say that we can separate C1 and C2 if it possible, by means of a homotopy during which the curves
remain at all times disjoint, to place them on opposite sides of a plane. Show that if it is possible to
separate C1 and C2 then ℓ(C1, C2) = 0.
Solution: Suppose that after a homotopy, C1 and C2 are separated by the plane H. Choose a vector
y ∈ H ∩ S2; then L−1

12 (y) = ∅, so deg(L12) = 0. By (i), the linking number of the original curves must also
be 0.

9. Prove that if M is a compact oriented manifold and χ(M) 6= 0 then any map f : M → M which is
homotopic to the identity map must have a fixed point.

Solution: χ(M) is the intersection number (∆ · ∆) in M × M . A homotopy from the identity map to
f gives rise to a homotopy from the graph of the identity map, namely ∆, to the graph of f . Hence
(graph(f) · ∆) = (∆ · ∆) = χ(M) 6= 0.

10. Show that the map ft defined in the proof of Theorem 4.16 in the Lecture Notes has no fixed point.

Solution: Recall that given a vector field v on M , we choose t so small that for all x ∈ M , x + tv(x)
lies in a tubular neighbourhood U of M in the ambient space R

n, and then define a map ft : M → M
by ft(x) = π(xtv(x)). Here π : U → M is the tubular neighbourhood propjection. The only way that ft

can have a fixed point is if π(v + tv(x)) = x. But this means that tv(x) ∈ νx(M, R
n) = (TxM)⊥, whereas

v(x) ∈ TxM . So if v has no zeros and t 6= 0, ft has no fixed point.

11. Let v be the vector field on S2 defined by v(x) = πx(0, 0, 1), where πx : R
3 → TxS2 is orthogonal

projection.
(i) Find the zeros of v.
(ii) Write down an expression for v in local coordinates around its zeros.

Solution: v(x) = 0 if and only if (0, 0, 1) is orthogonal to TxS2. This happens at two points, (0, 0,±1).
In the neighbourhood of (0, 0, 1) we take as chart on S2 the orthogonal projection to the plane {x3 = 0}.
Then in local coordinates the vector field is given by

(x1, x2) 7→ (0, 0, 1) −
{(

0, 0, 1
)
·
(
x1, x2,

√
1 − x2

2 − x2
2

)}(
x1, x2,

√
1 − x2

2 − x2
2

)

=
(
−x1

√
1 − x2

2 − x2
2, −x2

√
1 − x2

2 − x2
2, x2

1 + x2
2

)
.

This can be written in the slightly more succinct form, valid also on Sn

x 7→
√

1 − ‖x‖2 (−x, 0) + (0, ‖x‖2).

With respect to a similarly defined chart around (0, 0,−1), the vector field has the expression

x 7→
√

1 − ‖x‖2 (x, 0) + (0, ‖x‖2).

12. Compute χ(S2) by considering a rotation though, say, π/2 about the polar axis. This is homotopic to
the identity, and has two fixed points, the north and south poles. The map

S2 → S2 × S2, x 7→ (Rπ/2(x), x)
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is homotopic to the diagonal embedding
x 7→ (x, x)

and transverse to the image, ∆, of this embedding, so its intersection index with ∆ is equal to χ(S2).
Solution: Denote the map proposed by f . The map Rπ/2 is the restriction to S2 of a linear map on
the ambient R

3, so its derivative at x coincides with the restriction of this linear map to TxS2. Take, as
positive basis for TNS2, the two vectors e1 = (1, 0, 0) and e2 = (0, 1, 0). We have

dNf(e1) = (dNRπ/2(e1), e1) = (e2, e1)

and
dNf(e2) = (dNRπ/2(e2), e2) = (−e1, e2).

As positive basis for T(N,N)∆ we take the vectors (e1, e1) and (e2, e2). The sign of N as preimage under f
of ∆ is the sign of the basis

E := (e2, e1), (−e1, e2), (e1, e1), (e2, e2) (1)

of T(N,N)S
2×S2 (which has its product orientation, in which E′ := (e1, 0), (e2, 0), (0, e1), (0, e2) is a positive

basis. We find that the change of basis matrix [I]EE′ is




0 −1 1 0
1 0 0 1
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1




which has determinant 2. So N counts as a positive preimage. A similar calculation shows that S also is
a postive preimage, so χ(S2) = (f · ∆)S2×S2 = 2.

13. There is a mapping S1 → S1, homotopic to the identity and without fixed points. Generalise this to a
map S2k+1 → S2k+1. Deduce that χ(S2k+1) = 0.

Solution: In the case of S1, the obvious map is any rotation through an angle θ distinct from 2π. This
can be written in the form

(x1, x2) 7→ (cos θ x1 + sin θ x2,− sin θ x1 + cos θ x2) = (x1, x2)

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

]
.

Varying θ starting at 0 gives the required homotopy. A similar thing can be done with Sn when n is odd
- i.e. the number of variables is even: apply the rotation to the plane of variables x1, x2, the plane of
variables x3, x4, . . . , the plane of variables xn−1, xn:

(x1, x2, . . ., xn−1, xn) 7→
(
(x1, x2)

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

]
, . . ., (xn−1, xn)

[
cos θ − sin θ
sin θ cos θ

])
.

14. Generalise the result of Exercise 12 to S2k.

15. Let F : W m+1 → Mm be a smooth map, where W is a compact oriented manifold with boundary and
M is an oriented manifold. Show that deg(∂F ) = 0.

Solution: Quick solution: deg(∂F ) =
(
∂F · {y}

)
M

, and so Theorem 3.24 applies. If you’re not happy

with the ‘intersection number of a map with a point’ then use deg(∂F ) = ±
(
∂̃F ,m × {y}

)
∂W×M

, where

∂̃F is the graph embedding x 7→ (x, ∂F (x)), as in Exercise III(16).

(ii)Let W be a compact oriented manifold with boundary. Show that there can be no smooth retraction
W → ∂W .
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Solution: If r is such a retraction, then ∂r : ∂W → ∂W is the identity, and hence has degree 1. But the
degree of any map ∂W → Mn (where n = dim ∂W ) which extends to a map W → M is zero.

16. Suppose that Mm is a compact oriented manifold, and that f0, f1 : Mm → Sm are smooth maps. Show
that if there is no x ∈ M such that f0(x) = −f1(x), then f0 and f1 are homotopic and hence have the same
degree.

Solution: Define a homotopy F : M × [0, 1] → Sm by

F (x, t) =
(1 − t)f1(x) + tf2(x)

‖(1 − t)f1(x) + tf2(x)‖
.

By hypothesis, the denominator is never zero.

17.(i) Let the vector field v on R
m have an isolated zero at x0. Let B be a closed ball centred at x0,

containing no other zero of v. Define a map v/‖v‖ : ∂B → Sm−1 by x 7→ v(x)/‖v(x)‖. Show that the
degree of this map is unchanged if we replace B by a smaller ball with the same property. This degree is
known as the index of the zero of v, and denoted by indx0

(v).

Solution: Shrinking the radius of the ball B from ε1 > 0 to ε2 > 0 induces a smooth deformation of the
map v/‖v‖ (because there no zero of v except at the centre of the ball), so its degree remains the same. Of
course we have the same minor difficulty here as in Exercise 4(i): the domain ∂B of the map v/|v| changes
as we shrink B. To overcome this, choose a smooth orientation-preserving diffeomorphism Sn−1 → ∂B
which varies smoothly with the radius of B, and consider the degree of the composite.

18. Compute the index of the following zeros of vector fields on R
2.

SaddleSinkSource

Solution: +1,+1,−1. To compute, place a pencil of length 1 with its midpoint at a point x on the circle
of radius ε centred at the zero, and with its tip pointing in the same direction as the vector field v(x). Now
move x around the unit circle in a positive direction, and count how many times the pencil rotates.

19. Can you sketch a vector field with isolated zero of index 2? Of index −2?

Solution: For any integer k, the complex map z 7→ zk from S1 to S1 has degree k. The same formula
defines a map R

2 → R
2, and thus as a vector field on R

2, with isolated zero at (0, 0). The index of this
zero is of course k. To sketch, say for k = 2, draw the unit vectors you get for a number of point z ∈ S1

and then interpolate to the zero vector at (0, 0).

20. The multiplicity of a zero z0 of a polynomial p(z) is the highest integer m such that (z − z0)
m divides

p(z), or in other words, the (unique) integer m such that p(z) = (z − z0)
mq(z) for some polynomial q(z)

with q(z0) 6= 0. It is denoted multz0
p.

(i) Suppose that z0 is a zero of p of multiplicity m. Show that if B is a ball around z0 containing no other
zero of p then

deg(p/|p|) : ∂B → S1 = m.
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Solution: If p(z) = (z − z0)
m then this is clear (we’ve already looked at this map in the case z0 = 0).

Multiplying this polynomial by the non-zero constant q(z0) makes no difference to the degree of p/|p|. Now
consider the homotopy Pt(z) = (z − z0)

m((1 − t)q(z0) + tq(z)). For z near z0, (1 − t)q(z0) + tq(z) 6= 0 for
any t ∈ [0, 1]. Hence the degree of P1/|P1| is the same as the degree of P0/|P0|, i.e. m. So on a small circle
∂Br(z0) centred at z0, the map p/|p| has degree m. On a big circle ∂BR(z0) around z0 bounding a disc on
which p vanishes only at z0, the map p/|p| has the same degree, by the same argument as in the solution
to 11(i) above.

(ii) If f is holomorphic on some punctured neighbourhood of z0 and has a pole of order m at z0, what is
deg f/|f | : ∂B → S1? Hint: first deal with f(z) = 1/z, and then use an argument involving composition
to deal with f(z) = 1/zm.

Solution: If f(z) = 1/z then f/|f | : S1 → S1 has degree −1. If the meromorphic function g has a
pole of order k, then 1/g has a zero of order k. So (1/g)/|1/g| : ∂Bε(z0) → S1 has degree k. The map
g/|g| : ∂Bε(z0) → S1 is the composite of (1/g)/|1/g| with f . So by the multiplicativity of degree under
composition, deg(g/|g|) = −k.

22. As t moves away from zero, what happens to the zero at 0 of the polynomial pt(z) = zn + t?

Solution: It splits into the n distinct complex n’th roots of −t, which move away from 0 as t moves away
from 0. A useful mental image to have is that as t moves away from zero radially (i.e. with constant
argument) then so do these n’th roots.

23. Suppose that

• pt is a parametrised family of polynomials, and that z0 is a zero of p0, of multiplicity m;

• U is a neighbourhood of z0 with smooth boundary ∂U , containing no other zero of p0;

• if |t| < η, pt has no zero on ∂U .

Show that if |t| < η then
∑

z∈U multz(pt) = m. This equality is known as conservation of multiplicity.

Solution: Step 1 The degree of pt/|pt| : ∂U → S1 is equal to m for all t, by invariance of degree under
homotopy.
Step 2 Suppose that for some t pt has zeros at z1, . . ., zm ∈ U . Let Bj ⊂ U be a small closed ball centred
at zj and containing no other zero of pt, and let W = U \

⋃
j int Bj . Then

∂W = ∂U ∪
⋃

j

∂Bj ,

although as part of ∂W each ∂Bj receives the opposite orientation from its orientation as boundary of Bj ,
since what points out of W points into Bj and vice versa. The map pt/|pt| : ∂W → S1 extends to a smooth
map W → S1 since we have removed all the zeros of pt; hence its degree is zero. Thus (bearing in mind
the change of orientation of the ∂Bj) we have

0 = deg(pt/|pt|) = deg
(
pt/|pt| : ∂U → S1

)
−

∑

j

deg
(
pt/|pt| : ∂Bj → S1

)

= deg
(
(pt/|pt| : ∂U → S1

)
−

∑

j

multzj
(pt).

By Step 1, it follows that ∑

j

multzj
(pt) = multz0

(p0).
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24. (i) Deduce from Brouwer’s Fixed Point Theorem that if X is any topological space homeomorphic to
the n-ball, then any continuous map f : X → X must have a fixed point.
(ii) Prove that an n × n real matrix M with all entries strictly positive must have an eigenvector with all
entries strictly positive, and associated eigenvalue also strictly positive.

Solution:(i) Let ϕ : B → X be a homeomorphism. Then ϕ−1 ◦ f ◦ϕ is a continuous map B → B, and so,
by Brouwer, has a fixed point.

(ii) Clearly M maps the positive orthant (where all coordinates are ≥ 0) to itself. However the orthant is
not compact, and so not homeomorphic to a ball, and we cannot apply (i) immediately. So let ∆ be the
intersection of the positive orthant with the hyperplane H = {(x1, . . ., xn) :

∑
i xi = 1}. Thus, ∆ is the

standard (n − 1)-simplex, and homeomorphic to the (n − 1)-ball B. Now the problem is that M does not
map ∆ to itself! But we can easily remedy that: for x ∈ ∆, define f(x) to be the intersection of the line
R · Mx of real multiples of Mx with the hyperplane H. Because M maps the positive orthant to itself,
this intersection in fact lies in ∆. Now we do have a continuous map ∆ → ∆, and so it has a fixed point.
That is, there is a point x ∈ ∆ such that some real multiple λMx of Mx is equal to x. This multiple must
be positive. Evidently x is an eigenvector with eigenvalue 1/λ > 0.
Suggestion: draw a picture to illustrate this argument in the case n = 2.
Apology: I was mistaken to require that all entries in the eigenvector x must be strictly

positive. Can you find a counterexample?

Comment: The solution builds on the obvious fact that M( positive orthant) ⊆ positive orthant, but
immediately ran into the fact that the positive orthant is not compact, let alone homeomorphic to a ball.
To find a space homeomorphic to a ball and a map from this space to itself, we used the simplex. A
more direct argument would be to use the space R of rays (half-lines) contained in the positive orthant.
Evidently M induces a map R → R. Every ray r ∈ R meets the simplex at one point, and every point in
the simplex is in just one ray. Using this bijection R → ∆ we give R a topology, making it homeomorphic
to the (n − 1)-ball. Now we can apply Brouwer to our map R → R.
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